Start late, go slow, die young?
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Linking natural history to vital rate estimation in an endangered whale:
could a shortened reproductive lifespan be hindering recovery in Cook Inlet belugas?
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Background

Ongoing Work

Results
START LATE:

Alaska’s endangered Cook Inlet beluga
whales (CIBW; Delphinapterus leucas)
remain in decline for unknown reasons.
Understanding the continuing decline
and the appropriate actions needed for
their recovery rely in large part on
deciphering both the proximate and
ultimate factors that influence
reproductive output and survival.
This has been hindered by a lack of
information on basic natural history and
vital rates.

ADDING MORE DATA! (2018-2022):
Using Photo-ID Data in New Statistical Models to
Estimate Demographic Rates and Long-term Viability.

• Youngest CIBW female with calf was 13 years old
• CAVEAT: sparse data for CIBW 8-10 year olds

(models consider sampling bias)

 Estimating a reproductive rate when offspring ages are uncertain: a novel markrecapture model applied to an endangered whale population. Gina Himes Boor,
Tamara McGuire, Amanda Warlick, Rebecca Taylor, Sarah Converse, John McClung, &
Amber Stephens. In Review

• First reproduction in other Alaska populations
~8-9 years old

 Integrated Modeling and Population Viability: building a framework to examine
demographic rates and sensitivity to anthropogenic threats. Amanda Warlick, Gina
Himes Boor, Tamara McGuire, Kim Shelden, Eiren Jacobson, Charlotte Boyd, Paul
Wade, Andre Punt, & Sarah Converse see the AMSS talk

Permit #14210,#18016,#2222

Inter-birth intervals

GO SLOW and DIE YOUNG:

• CIBWs: 3-5 years (range 2-13 years)
Life-history comparison of CIBWs vs. other Alaska belugas • Other beluga populations: 2-3 years

Methods

Age at death
• Mean CIBW: mid-20s
• Max CIBW: 49 years
• Lifespan of other Alaska belugas: 70 years

We combined sighting and
reproduction data of ~420 photoidentified individuals obtained from
~400 surveys conducted 2005-2017
with biological data from 95 deadstranded CIBWs during the same time.

• No post-reproductive females in CIBW
sample (oldest female CIBW was 47 years old

 A little white whale on the go. Modeling the foraging and movement decisions of
Cook Inlet belugas in a disturbed environment. Kimberly Goetz , Elizabeth
McHuron, Manuel Castellote, Gina Himes Boor, Tamara McGuire, Amanda Warlick,
Kim Shelden, & Paul Wade see the AMSS poster

Hypothetical example of how multiple factors could
contribute to shortened reproductive lifespans:

and lactating)

Annual Mortality
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Annual mortality from reported carcasses averaged ~2%
of total population size (population ~280 in 2018)

• Models based on photo-ID estimate ~3 times more (yellow
Xs + red Xs) CIBWs die annually than are reported (red Xs)
• Live stranding was predominant assigned cause of death,
but only represented ~33% of deaths of known cause; cause
of majority of deaths remains unknown

CIBW reported
mortality greatest in
adults of both sexes
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KNIK TRIBE

1) The patterns we document suggest that CIBWs have a delayed
start of reproduction, have longer inter-birth intervals,
and die younger than other beluga populations.

2)

Curtailed reproductive lifespans in female CIBWs may be an
important proximate cause of the lack of recovery that has
not been recognized until now.

